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Finding opportunities using moving average resistance levels 
Understanding how to trade using key moving averages provides traders with an important tool when looking for trading opportunities. The most widely used moving 
average periods are the 20, 50 and 200. Moving averages (simple, exponential or smooth) help identify support levels in uptrends and resistance levels in downtrends 
and can be applied to any chart with any time horizon. In the case of a downtrend, traders can enter a short position on the second period candlestick after the moving 
average resistance level has been confirmed. A stop-loss should be placed just above the moving average. As long as they are acting as resistance, the downtrend should 

continue until prices break above the moving averages. 

ADAPTED OPTION STRATEGY: SHORT RISK  
REVERSAL 

A short risk reversal option strategy can be used when you are bearish 
on the market and uncertain about volatility. Its risk/reward is the same 
as a SHORT FUTURES position except that there is a flat period of little 
to no gain/loss. Profit increases as prices move below the long put strike 
price. Loss increases as prices rise above the short call strike. 

 

SHORT RISK REVERSAL: Leg 1 

ADAPTIVE FUTURES STRATEGY  

 

              ACTUAL OUTCOME       ACTUAL OUTCOME 

 

 

POTENTIAL GAIN PER CONTRACT 
As a trend following strategy, substantial downside can be expected. A target 
of 2130.5 is set up by identifying the next most significant support area 
(2130.5 is an overlap shaped close to the end of the Oct 21st closing bell). The 
position can also remain opened until either the options expire or the price 
breaks above the declining 50-period moving average (2131.25 on October 
26th). 

POTENTIAL DOWNSIDE PER CONTRACT 
If the price rises above the 50-period moving average, the position is closed 
with a limited loss. 

Trading Symbol ES Z6 

Option Type CALL 

Option Strategy Sell 

Strike 2150 

Expiration Dec-2016 

SHORT RISK REVERSAL: Leg 2  

Trading Symbol ES Z6 

Option Type PUT 

Option Strategy Buy 

Strike 2135 

Expiration Dec-2016 
Trading Symbol ES Z6 

Strategy Short 

Entry Point 2147 

Target 2130.5 

Stop Loss 2148 

Contract Expiry Dec-2016 

  

        



 
Moving average resistances right now in the markets 

 

 

About TRADING CENTRAL 
TRADING CENTRAL is a leading investment research provider to financial market professionals. We offer traders investment strategies for all classes of assets: equities, 
indices, currencies, commodities and interest rates. Our market depth and knowledge are attributed to our acquired experience on trading floors of many banking 
institutions.  
Technical analysis is our core business. Our award-winning methodology is backed by time-tested indicators. Our chartist and mathematical approaches match 
requirements of various investment styles, from intraday trading to swing trading and long term investments. Leading financial institutions rely upon our expertise and 
added value: 200+ leading global financial institutions in 45 countries trust TRADING CENTRAL. 

Disclaimer 
The information contained in this publication is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any opinion offered herein reflects TRADING CENTRAL current judgment and may change without notice. Users acknowledge and 
agree to the fact that, by its very nature, any investment in shares, stock options and similar and assimilated products is characterised by a certain degree of uncertainty and that, consequently, any investment of this nature involves risks for which the user is solely 
responsible and liable. Options transactions carry a high degree of risk. Purchasers and sellers of options should familiarize themselves with the type of option (i.e. put or call), which they are contemplating trading and the associated risks including premium and all 
transaction costs. To find our more about trading options you can visit: www.888options.com Options involve risk and are not suitable for everyone. Prior to buying or selling an option, a person must receive a copy of CHARACTERISTICS AND RISKS OF STANDARDIZED 
OPTIONS. Copies may be obtained from your broker, one of the exchanges or The Options Clearing Corporation. TRADING CENTRAL, a leading investment research provider, is a registered investment advisor, not a broker-dealer. TRADING CENTRAL is not affiliated with 
the CME, however CME compensates TRADING CENTRAL for performing this research. Investors should exercise judgment and perform adequate due-diligence prior to making any investment. Services in the U.S. are offered through TRADING CENTRAL Americas, Inc. 
TRADING CENTRAL is not registered in France as an Investment Services Provider but complies with the following rules and directives, including: 
- General Regulation Handbook of the AMF, Book III, Title III, Chapter VII «Investment Analysts Not Associated with an Investment Services Provider» 
- EU Commission Directive 2006/73 dated 10 August 2006, Articles 24 and 25 
- EU Commission Directive 2004/39 dated 21 April 2004 
- EU Commission Directive 2003/125 dated 22 December 2003 
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